
Dear Cragged Mountain Farm family and friends,

Greetings from camp. This is the time of year when we go back and forth in our hearts 
and minds (you too!?), from the summer(s) past to the upcoming winter, where silence and a 
different kind of beauty will envelop the mountain. Then we start to dream of maple-sugaring 
season, and the onset of spring. At last we reach the place where plans begin to form for what the 
summer of 2019 will look like.

After much discussion among family members, with the accompanying soul-searching on 
the part of each of us, the Utter family has decided not to run a camp program in 2019.  That’s 
right: there will not be a ninety-third summer of camp on Cragged Mountain.  I know, it’s hard to 
believe.  After all those summers of running, swimming, hiking, and canoeing, there will be a 
‘hole’ in our hearts. We hope and trust that, after our sadness, new adventures will come, ones we 
are uniquely prepared for, in part, because of lessons learned through the community called 
Cragged Mountain Farm.

Because of Max Utter’s leadership and enthusiasm, it’s paradoxical that we would be 
shutting down now.  It will come as no surprise to all who know him that Max is not happy about 
this decision. ‘Why stop when you have a great thing going?’  Nonetheless, we think it’s a good 
thing to ‘go out on top’, and enjoy the memories created and relationships forged through the 
years.  

While we have no specific vision yet for what the future looks like, the property will 
continue to be tended to by family and friends.  We want to envision things along the lines of 
what our grandfather, Henry Utter, originally saw: living and working outdoors, and enjoying 
community life in some form or another. In short, trying to answer the question, “What brings 
health and well-being to us and those around us?” That’s all we know right now.

Thank you, all, for your participation and support of all things Cragged over the years. 
We couldn’t have done it without you!

Peace,

The Utter family
October 2018


